
 

Telekom Electronic Beats presents 

The Third Room Open Air
16.June 2018

Venue: Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
Time: 12:00  – 23:00 (then After Party)

Tickets:  from 25 Euro www.eventbrite.de

For a one off event the crew behind "The Third Room" parties are leaving their regular spot at the Club 
‚Studio‘ in Essen and to set up camp in "Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord" for a one of a kind open air. 
A former coal and steel production plant serves as the perfect visual backdrop for the sets of Blawan, Dax 
J, Ellen Alien and Fjaak (live). The party will kick off at noon when the sun sits perpendicular to an old 50m 
high furnace and go on until the abandoned buildings immerse into the dark around 11pm.
Afterwards the T3R residents Ahmet Sisman, Someone Outside and VNNN together with Ellen Allien 
invite everyone to join the after-party at their home base ‚Studio‘ in Essen 

Architecturally, the "Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord" is one of the most impressive urban landscapes in 
Europe. Although the production of steel ceased well over 30 years ago, the brick-red relics still stand, 
forming a sharp contrast between nature and the era of industrialization – a 50m-high blast furnace with 
the former casting and factory house. The Third Room trio could not have found a more fitting location, 
sharing a passion and understanding of the raw, industrial-inspired elements of electronic dance music. 

When it comes to industrial techno and its recent revival, British born Jamie Roberts, better known as 
Blawan, is one of the leading figures. Other producers might pick one of the key elements of this style of 
music, whether it’s the percussion, razer-sharp hi-hats or earth-shattering toms.  Blawan melts all of them 
together, creating a unique symbiosis of sound. His remix for Radiohead’s "Bloom" sprung him into the 
public eye in 2011, while releases on R&S, Hessle Audio and Sheworks have kept him in the techno game 
ever since. Blawan is releasing his first full-length "Wet Will Always Dry" on his own label, Ternesc, two 
days after the open-air party, on 18th June. 

Dax J started djing when he was just 15 year old, spinning Jungle and Drum’n’Bass. In 2005, he released his 
first E.P., featuring his own interpretations of breakbeat magic. Since then, he’s more and more focussed 
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on 4/4 bassdrums, both when djing and producing. His debut album "Shades of Black" (released in 2015) 
was Mixmag’s album of the month. His second album "Offending Public Morality" was released this April. 
When not djing or producing, the Berlin resident runs the Monnom Black label and offers his services as a 
mastering and sound engineer. Recently, he recorded an Essential Mix for BBC Radio. 

Berlin clubbing institutions such as Bunker, Tresor and E-Werk provided an expressive space for Ellen 
Alien to develop her unique style of music and djing. A style which she successfully translated into A&R 
skills for her label BPitch Control, a creative home and platform for many artists. Once an expert for all-
things minimal, Ellen Allien’s sets today are hypnotic exercises in deepness. In 2017, she released her 
current album "Nost". Her remix for Mount Kimbie’s "T.A.M.E.D." will arrive in May on Warp Records. 

Hailing from the suburb of Berlin-Spandau, Fjaak join the T3r open air with their very special live set. Over 
the course of the last couple of yeas,  Aaron, Felix and Kevin have made a name for themselves delivering 
cutting edge live performances. Signed to Modeselektor’s label Monkeytown, and a rather busy schedule 
Fjaak’s performance at the open air definitely marks a highlight.

"The Third Room" is a monthly party at the Studio in Essen, running since May 2017. The concept originated 
from Homi K. Bhabha’s "The Third Space" theory which examines the fusion of the individual’s identity 
creating a "hybrid" notion. The three residents of "The Third Room" – Someone Outside, VNNN and 
Ahmet Sisman – adapt the concepts of co-existence, correlation and symbiosis of different cultures for 
the all-unifying club culture. The visual identity is strongly connected to Scifi and cyberpunk aesthetics and 
is present in the artwork of the in-house label, which will launch soon. 

Tickets for the open air will also grant access to the after-party, where Ellen Alien will be part of the 
lineup once again.

Graphic Design :  Anja Lekavski
Event Photographer: Katharina Schäffer
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